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Advocate seeks NHRC indulgence in 'killings of minority' in 
J-K 
https://www.aninews.in/news/national/general-news/advocate-seeks-nhrc-indulgence-
in-killings-of-minority-in-j-k20211013124140 
 
https://www.sify.com/news/advocate-seeks-nhrc-indulgence-in-killings-of-minority-in-j-k-
news-national-vkniacijjiggj.html 
 
https://www.bignewsnetwork.com/news/271474593/advocate-seeks-nhrc-indulgence-in-
killings-of-minority-in-j-k 
 
https://news.webindia123.com/news/articles/India/20211013/3836406.html 
 
https://www.dailyexcelsior.com/advocate-seeks-nhrc-indulgence-in-killings-of-minority-
in-jammu-and-kashmir/ 
 
https://english.lokmat.com/national/advocate-seeks-nhrc-indulgence-in-killings-of-
minority-in-j-k/ 
 
https://www.latestly.com/agency-news/india-news-advocate-seeks-nhrc-indulgence-in-
killings-of-minority-in-j-k-2946746.html 
 
An advocate practising in the Supreme Court has filed a complaint with the National 
Human Rights Commission (NHRC) on violation of human rights of minority Hindus and 
Sikhs in Kashmir and sought the indulgence of the commission towards the "heart-
wrenching plight of the minorities." Alakh Alok Srivastava, Advocate-on-Record at 
Supreme Court in its application submitted that in the last one week, four innocent 
civilians belonging to the minority Hindu/Sikh communities have been brutally killed in 
targeted killings in Kashmir. He has mentioned incidents of killing of Makhan Lal 
Bindroo and Virendar Paswan on October 5 and Satinder Kaur and Deepak Chand 
were killed on October 7. He said, "as per the media reports, on October 7, few 
terrorists entered into Government Boys Higher Secondary School, Idgah, Sangam, 
Srinagar in broad daylight, separated Muslim teachers after checking their Identity (ID) 
Cards, dragged away Satinder Kaur and Deepak Chand and brutally killed both of them 
inside their school premise, at point-blank range." "In the instant case, the aforesaid 
targeted killings have caused immense agony and panic amongst the minority Hindu 
and Sikh residents of Kashmir (J&K), which has, in turn, triggered a fresh wave of 
exodus of Hindus and Sikhs from Kashmir, something which has not been witnessed 
since the onset of terrorism in Kashmir in the 1990s. As per the media reports, many 
Kashmiri Hindus and Sikhs, who even withstood the 1990s exodus, have started leaving 
Kashmir after targeted killings of the minorities. This has resulted in large scale human 
rights violations of the Hindu and Sikh minority residents of Kashmir," the advocate said. 
He said that even otherwise, the Sikh and Hindu minorities of Jammu and Kashmir are 
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living in constant fear and insecurity, which is in flagrant violation of their rights relating 
to life, liberty, equality and dignity.  
"The aforesaid human rights violations are, inter-alia, attributable to the negligence and 
failure of the Jammu and Kashmir administration in protecting the Hindu and Sikh 
minority residents of Kashmir," the advocate said. He has sought appropriate steps for 
the protection of human rights of the minority Hindu and Sikh residents of Kashmir. He 
has urged the Commission to call for a comprehensive report from "the Lieutenant 
Governor of the Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir" about the flagrant violation of 
the human rights, targeted killings and exodus of minority Hindu and Sikh residents of 
Kashmir (J&K), including the "detailed reasons of negligence" on the part of the 
authorities in prevention of such violations and "proposed remedial action" in this 
regard. Advocate Srivastava has sought to review the factors, including acts of 
terrorism, that inhibit the enjoyment of human rights of the minority Hindu and Sikh 
residents of Kashmir and recommend appropriate remedial measures. Advocate 
Srivastava has urged NHRC to direct the Lieutenant Governor of the Union Territory of 
Jammu and Kashmir, "to provide adequate police protection to the Hindu and Sikh 
residents of Kashmir" and to direct the Lieutenant Governor of the Union Territory of 
Jammu and Kashmir, "to provide compensation/ damages of Rs 1 crore each to the 
family members of the abovenamed deceased persons, who have been brutally killed in 
targeted killings" in Kashmir (J&K) in the last week. (ANI) 
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NCTP takes cognisance of article on Santhi Soundarajan 
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/nctp-takes-cognisance-of-article-
on-santhi-soundarajan/article36996269.ece 
Gopi Shankar Madurai, the South Regional Representative of the National Council for 
Transgender Persons (NCTP), a statutory authority under the Union Ministry of Social 
Justice and Empowerment, has taken suo motu cognisance of a “discriminatory and 
inter-phobic” Tamil magazine article against Santhi Soundarajan, a recipient of several 
medals at various international sporting events, who is currently serving as a coach in 
the Sports Development Authority of Tamil Nadu (SDATN). 
 
The NCTP sought an on-record complaint from Santhi Soundarajan. She emailed the 
complaint against the Tamil magazine and athletics coach Rajan Abraham who, she 
alleged, had repeatedly harassed her on the basis of her gender identity and caste. 
 
The athlete, who belongs to a Scheduled Caste community and is a native of Pudukottai 
district, sent the complaint on Tuesday to the NCTP, which attends to the grievances of 
inter-sex and gender non-conforming persons and takes suo motu cognisance of their 
grievances. 
 
“We received the e-mail complaint from Santhi Soundarajan on Tuesday evening, and 
the NCTP has taken cognisance of it and will seek an explanation from Rajan Abraham, 
the Tamil magazine and the journalist who wrote the article,” Gopi Shankar told The 
Hindu on Wednesday. The article was “highly discriminatory and inter-phobic in nature”, 
he added. 
 
 
EXPAND 
In her complaint, the athlete alleged repeated gender-based and caste-based 
harassment by Rajan Abraham, her colleague, adding that he had also given interviews 
against her gender identity to the media, colleagues and trainees. She also complained 
that he was preventing her from discharging her official duties, and that the remarks 
allegedly made by him had affected her family members. 
 
She sought protection for herself in the complaint she sent to the NCTP. Rajan 
Abraham, in a recent interview to the Tamil magazine, made remarks legitimising the 
gender test on Santhi, which was ruled unscientific by the Court of Arbitration for Sport 
in 2015, Gopi Shankar said. 
 
The NCTP would file a criminal defamation complaint if it did not receive the replies 
within 30 days, he said. The organisation would constitute a fact-finding team to look 
into Santhi’s complaint and take necessary action based on the report after inquiring 
with her and Rajan Abraham. 
 
“We are not treating it as an isolated case, but as an attack on female athletes with 
diverse sex characteristics,” Gopi Shankar said. 
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Santhi had, in September 2018, filed a harassment complaint against a male colleague, 
alleging that he had made casteist remarks and had made fun of her gender. 
 
She also lodged a complaint with the National Commission for the Scheduled Castes, 
the National Human Rights Commission and the National Commission for Women, Gopi 
Shankar said. 
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NHRC chairman functioning as caged parrot 
https://theshillongtimes.com/2021/10/14/nhrc-chairman-functioning-as-caged-parrot/ 
Now, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has said that there’s “selective” outrage; that 
people are “interpreting” human rights violations keeping in mind their “selfish interests”. 
Not surprisingly, the National Human Rights Commission chairperson Justice (retired) 
Arun Kumar Mishra agrees with Modi. 
Human rights are routinely violated in our country. But rarely do ministers’ sons drive a 
jeep over human beings, deliberately. Lynching of human beings, they say, became 
frequent after 2014. Mostly because of the cow. Lakhimpur-Kheri saw four farmers killed 
by a rampaging jeep driven by a Union minister’s son, and in a “reaction to action” three 
BJP workers were beaten to death by enraged farmers. 
Simultaneously, for altogether different reasons, farmers were set upon by police and a 
Dalit was beaten to death with lathis and shoes in Rajasthan. 
Now, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has said that there’s “selective” outrage; that 
people are “interpreting” human rights violations keeping in mind their “selfish interests”. 
Not surprisingly, the National Human Rights Commission chairperson Justice (retired) 
Arun Kumar Mishra agrees with Modi. After all, how many times does the NHRC boss 
get to catch the eyes and ears of the Prime Minister? Luckily for him, Tuesday, October 
12, happened to be the NHRC’s foundation day and Modi chose to do the honours of 
ushering in the day himself. 
Let’s be honest, political parties haven’t been honest and fair in their treatment of 
human rights abuses. Human rights violations have been “divided” according to 
ideology and the party – ruling party or opposition party? So, Rajasthan is Congress-
ruled and, therefore, for the Congress and the rest of the Opposition not to raise Cain! 
But Lakhimpur-Kheri is in BJP-ruled Uttar Pradesh; therefore, fertile ground to go all out 
against Modi and Yogi. 
The surprising thing, however, is that while Priyanka Gandhi and Rakesh Tikait and 
RLD leader Jayant Chaudhary have parked themselves in Lakhimpur-Kheri, top BJP 
leaders are not out in strength in Rajasthan. Does it mean that none of the political 
parties are with the Dalit? The Opposition has concentrated its ire & fire in Lakhimpur-
Kheri while mum on “Rajasthan”. 
And the BJP, caught with fingers in the cookie jar, hasn’t ventured anywhere close to 
Lakhimpur-Kheri, while avoiding travel to Rajasthan! So, what’s Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi trying to say when talking of “selective” interpretation of human rights? 
He should make it clear whether he includes the BJP also among the “selective 
outrage” lot. 
There cannot be two interpretations on who all is outraging. The Prime Minister and 
Home Minister have been “selectively silent” on MoS (Home) Ajay Kumar Mishra. 
Maybe it’s because it will be bad for the BJP, a big embarrassment, if Mishra is 
terminated from the Union ministry. Isn’t Ajay Kumar Mishra guilty of playing around 
with the human rights of innocents? 
Narendra Modi should explain his reluctance to act against Mishra. He cannot let talk 
swirl that it’s Home Minister Amit Shah who is saving Ajay Kumar Mishra from the pink 
slip. Shah also his human rights! And infringement of human rights cannot be seen 
through a “political prism.” Not taking action against Mishra is “political”. 
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The PMO has “cautioned against the selective interpretation of human rights and using 
human rights to diminish the image of the country.” How does raising Cain over the 
Lakhimpur-Kheri killings “diminish the image of the country”? If anything, the world will 
applaud, happy that there is democracy in India and not just a “democratic Prime 
Minister”. 
The BJP should be thankful to Modi. He’s told his party leaders what to do? Go 
posthaste to Rajasthan and raise ruckus there. Actually the BJP will not go to 
Rajasthan, or Chhattisgarh – or Punjab! The BJP is worried stiff about Uttar Pradesh. 
An “Indira lookalike” is giving Modi and Shah sleepless nights and Yogi Adityanath 
cannot stay awake enough! 
Now, farmer leader Rakesh Tikait says he and his farmers’ army will pitch tents in 
Lakhimpur-Kheri and stay put till Ajay Kumar Mishra is removed. Whatever happened to 
Delhi “gheraoed” or Punjab and Haryana? All roads are leading to Lakhimpur Kheri 
only! 
But Narendra Modi wants the Opposition to go to any state/place other than Lakhimpur 
Kheri! Modi is doing his own selective interpretation of Lakhimpur-Kheri, and the 
Opposition is loving it. At the crux of Modi’s selective outrage at what the Opposition is 
upto in Lakhimpur Kheri is his reading that the BJP has been rendered toothless in Uttar 
Pradesh. 
That the BJP is rattled and bereft of an issue to rally around in Uttar Pradesh is 
apparent from the fact that BJP spokespersons are suddenly raising stuff like “What 
was Sonia Gandhi doing before her marriage to Rajiv Gandhi?” and “what was Rahul 
Gandhi doing with Sukhanya Devi?” The BJP’s desperation is showing, and it’s clear 
that deep down the BJP is hurting. Very bad. (IPA Service) 
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NHRC chief cautions against growing instances of 'instant 
justice through encounters 
https://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/2021/oct/13/nhrc-chief-cautions-against-
growing-instances-of-instant-justice-through-encounters-2371314.html 
 
https://www.nyoooz.com/news/delhi/1618941/nhrc-chief-cautions-against-growing-
instances-of-instant-justice-through-encounters/ 
 
https://www.outlookindia.com/newsscroll/nhrc-chief-cautions-against-growing-instances-
of-instant-justice-through-encounters/2177887 
 
https://www.devdiscourse.com/article/law-order/1767166-nhrc-chief-cautions-against-
growing-instances-of-instant-justice-through-encounters 
 
NHRC chairperson justice (retd) Arun Kumar Mishra on Wednesday cautioned against 
the growing instances of "instant justice through encounters" and said that it indicates a 
"systematic failure". 
 
He said it is time to think about what needs to be done to correct such failures due to 
which even the decree of the courts is not implemented sometimes. 
 
 
Mishra was speaking during a meeting of representatives of the National Human Rights 
Commission and State Human Rights Commissions (SHRCs) at Vigyan Bhawan here. 
 
During the meeting, a decision was taken to set up a joint committee to chalk out a time-
bound collaborative action plan to ameliorate the cause of human rights in the country, 
officials said. 
 
The NHRC chief noted that the non-implementation of welfare schemes in the right 
earnest "leads to human rights violations". 
 
During the meeting, Mishra cautioned against the growing instances of "instant justice 
through encounters", which, he said, indicate a "systematic failure". 
 
"Time has come to think what we have to do to correct the systematic failures due to 
which even the decree of the courts is also not implemented sometimes," a statement 
issued by the NHRC quoted him as saying. 
 
On Tuesday, at an event here to mark the 28th foundation day of the NHRC, Mishra 
had called for making the policing system more effective and independent so that "CBI 
investigation may not be needed". 
 
He had said that encounters done by police were "against the Constitution and a 
condemnable act" and efforts should be made to "liberate ourselves from this barbarity". 
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During Wednesday's meeting, Mishra also said that the NHRC and SHRCs are 
recommendatory bodies but have enough powers under the Protection of Human Rights 
(PHR) Act, which derives its strength from the Directive Principles of State Policy, to 
ensure that the rights of the last person and the poorest of poor are protected. 
 
SHRCs may also extend their support to the NHRC in ensuring the implementation of 
various advisories issued by it to the government, he added. 
 
Mishra said that the NHRC will write to various states to fulfil their statutory obligations 
towards strengthening SHRCs. 
 
The NHRC-SHRC interface meeting was held to "explore common and new areas of 
collaboration for the promotion and protection of human rights", a senior official said. 
 
Its aim was also to share the best practices and activities of different SHRCs to work 
towards the promotion and protection of human rights in a more cohesive manner, the 
official said. 
 
Both the NHRC and SHRCs were set up under the PHR Act. 
 
However, SHRCs are autonomous state-level bodies and are not under the NHRC. 
 
But, being the apex human rights body, the NHRC has been taking up the issue of 
strengthening SHRCs with the respective state governments so that they may be able 
to work more effectively for the fulfilment of their mandate under the PHR Act, the 
statement said. 
 
During the five thematic sessions of the meeting, presentations were made on key 
issues of human rights, related laws, implementation mechanism and the present 
situation, the statement said. 
 
These also included monitoring the implementation of advisories issued by the NHRC; 
status of implementation of the One Nation, One Ration Card scheme, the Food 
Security Act, 2013, and schemes and policies relating to informal workers; and 
integration of gender perspective, it said. 
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NHRC’s remit: Human rights body has an incredibly 
important job. Praising govt is not part of that 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/toi-editorials/nhrcs-remit-human-rights-body-
has-an-incredibly-important-job-praising-govt-is-not-part-of-that/ 
The 1993 law that brought the National Human Rights Commission as well as the State 
Human Rights Commissions into being is crystal clear about their role: Inquire into 
violations of human rights or negligence in prevention of such violations by a public 
servant, and intervene in legal proceedings for the same. This is how regulatory checks 
on power work in a democracy, with one institution ensuring accountability of the other. 
It is against this backdrop that some of chairperson Justice Arun Mishra’s comments on 
NHRC’s foundation day cause a measure of disquiet, in that he spoke more for the 
government than for the organisation’s core function. 
 
To illustrate, he condemned the “new norm” of India being falsely accused of human 
rights violations at the behest of “international forces” and praised GoI for ushering in a 
“new age” of peace in Jammu & Kashmir. Other arms of government have the 
competence to sort out international conspiracies, if any, NHRC doesn’t. Its work is 
incredibly weighty but decidedly domestic. As for J&K and “peace”, that judgment is to 
be, again, made by many other stakeholders, including the media and voters. That’s not 
NHRC’s remit. This position holds even if one agrees with the nullification of Articles 
370 and 35A, as this newspaper does. What is NHRC’s job is what Justice Mishra 
referred to in other parts of his speech – citizens needing protection from false cases, 
instant justice and encounters. 
 
This public body has been called a “toothless tiger” by the Supreme Court and a cynical 
argument could be that human right violations are so endemic in India, what can NHRC 
do after all? But the right approach is to push on nonetheless. Last year it memorably 
stood up for migrant workers. That’s the kind of work NHRC should do – and talk about. 
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